
This year Dave Start our field walking guru decided we could manage to walk 3 fields, and 
they would be walked on 3 consecutive Sundays, the first being Sunday February 26th 2017. 
It was a fine day BUT it had rained a lot during the previous week, so the ground was very 
“sticky” and having crossed the field we were all about 4” taller with mud under our shoes. 
The surface of the field was fairly clean of chalk so the finds showed up nicely.  

Field Walkers for Sunday 2th Feb 2017 – all smiles but they have not seen the field yet!! 



Having been briefed by Dave on 
health and safety, how the walk 
would be conducted and a draw had 
taken place to find who was walking 
where, we set off to the field. 
I of course am excused walking as 
somebody has to record the day, but 
it does not stop me getting covered in 
mud. The walkers streamed out 
across the field to their set positions. 

The field walk began, there was a mix of 
people who had walked before and some 
newcomers to the sport. The surface of 
the ground did not hold too many finds, 
BUT one walker found our first coin. 
Denise was very jealous but did admit if it 
had been her find she may well have 
spontaneously combusted on the spot. 



The coin found is  Stater. 
It is an Iron Age Coin of the Corieltauvi Tribe who 
came from what is now Nottinghamshire, 
Leicestershire and Lincolnshire, and dates from the 
period AD 10 – 50. Just before and into the Roman 
invasion. 
In the top photo, the letters VEP are just visible above 
and slightly to the right of the stylised horse in the 
middle. 
The letters CORF are just visible bottom left between 
the horses legs. 
The lower photo is the reverse of the coin. 
This STATER is known as a VEP CORF. 
The coin is only approximately 2cm in dia. So well 
done Ray for spotting it in the mud. 
When the coin was found, it was very dull and a 
silvery colour, only when I put a bright light on it to 
take close up photos did it show  up the gold colour 
you see now. It is believed to have a fairly high gold 
content along with silver and possibly brass/bronze. 



Sunday  March 5th 2017 
 
Once again we met at the Shoot Lodge for our day 2 of Field Walking. Dave Start read the 
health and Safety risk assessment and then briefed everybody on how the walk was to be 
conducted  and a draw took place for positions. The weather was a light rain and a cold wind, 
not so good. 

Field Walkers for Sunday5th March 2017, lets see if they are still smiling in 2 hours time. 



The surface of the field this walk is not so 
good, masses of chalk all over, making it  
very difficult to spot anything other than 
coloured ceramics which were few and far 
between. Dave was keen we should look 
for flints, not easy! 
As you can see by the photo of Julia (Dave’s 
second in command) mud under foot was 
again a problem. 
No coins this week!!! 



Sunday 12th March 2017. 
 
(Why do we do this when we could be watching Rugby on the television in the warm?) 
Same routine, Dave Start briefed us all and we drew positions in the field. Everybody posed for a 
photo and then set off for the Field, we car share because we have to park in the field and it 
keeps the number of cars down and the 4x4s can move more easily in the mud. Weather 
reasonably dry this week with very little wind, so we were all too hot because we had too many 
clothes on. 

Field Walkers for Sunday 12th March 2017 –all smiles because its the last field walk this year 



This was a BIG field, and as when you 
arrive at your given “transect” you 
have to stride out over the whole 
length, putting in marker canes every 
50 meters and then walk back to the 
beginning so you can start your search 
walk. It is a fairly vigorous Sunday 
afternoon stroll . 

I was told that I would really like 
this weeks field walk as there are 
stunning views from up there, and 
I would be able to see the plateau 
of flat land that the church is built 
on and also the one below it 
where the village stood. 
Unfortunately the weather had 
different ideas as the light drizzle 
blanked it all out. 



This year all field walks began and 
finished in the Shoot Lodge next to the 
church. It was where Dave sorted us all 
out and gave everybody on the walk their 
marker canes and finds bags.(that is why 
all walkers are shown with canes and flags 
in the group photos) 

After the walk Dave would collect in 
the finds bags from each walker, 
carefully sorting them according to 
stints. When this was completed we 
could all have a hot drink and discuss 
the day, relax and wind down before 
going home. 





Thursday 23rd March 2017. 1900hrs. Sausthrope Village Hall 

Pot wash night is when the field walkers and others get together to wash and clean their 
finds that were skilfully plucked from beneath their feet in the fields on this years walks. 
Armed with just a washing up bowl of water and a toothbrush you carefully clean all the 
mud and stains from the finds without damaging the find itself! Taking care to keep all the 
finds from the bag together and separate from other bags, they are placed in a tray for 
drying. Dave hovers over your shoulder whilst this going on to see if there any special items 
 he wants to look at. It is only 

when the finds are washed that 
they can be evaluated  and the 
bits of house brick separated 
from the medieval pottery ! 
All the finds will be recorded  on 
a chart showing where they 
were found, and any item that 
Dave can not date but looks 
interesting will be sent away to 
experts for their opinion. 



Dress of the day is aprons and rubber 
gloves, its not glamorous but someone's 
got to do it. Remembering to change the 
water often and check the bottom of 
the bowl for objects before throwing the 
water over the hedge out side. We don’t 
want to misplace the piece of Roman 
pottery Dave pines for! 



Its been a very busy field walking year for 
us, 3 fields, but we are getting better in 
spotting the finds (not so many bricks and 
stones to wash!). Now Dave is busy 
collating the results. 
I will take this opportunity to thank all 
who make this happen, from Denise and 
Geoff organising and tea making, to the 
land owners who let us walk their fields 
and especially to Dave Start and Julia who 
keep a watchful eye on us. 


